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PREVIOUS LITERATURE
No previous work has been done in this area

although the results of a traverse north of the
Raglan Range were published by Ward (1908). A
reconnaissance in the Loddon River and Jane
River area was described by Ward (1909) and the
knowledge of the Pre-Cambrian rocks of Tasmania
summarized by Ward (909). Brief surveys of the
Jane River, Prince of Wales Range, Surveyor Range
and Deception Range were described by Finucane
and Blake (1933), Blake (1936) and Blake (1937).

The map is accurate as far as the distribution
of groups is concerned but as it is very difficult
to map formations because of the complexity of
the faulting and soil or vegetation cover in critical
areas, the degree of accuracy of the formation
boundaries is only of reconnaissance standard.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY
The area shows considerable relief and is quite

rugged with altitudes over 3000 feet in places. The
land surface is at a stage of early maturity and
has been moulded probably entirely by fiuviatile
action. Mountain glaciers were active during the
Pleistocene Epoch, only a few miles to the south at
Frenchmans Cap, but there is no substantial
evidence that any landform in the Mt. Mary area
is the result of glaciation. Although the upper
Joyce Creek superficially resembles a glacial valley
it probably has not been glaciated.

There is a moderate relation between the physio
graphy and the geology in that-

INTRODUCTION (a) certain groups or formations generally form
The area described is located just south of the ridges or hills while others are easily eroded

Lyell Highway and about 20 miles east of Queens- and form valleys;
town. The mapping was carried out for the Hydro- (b) faults and major joints frequently lie along
Electric Commission by whose courtesy this report valleys or saddles.
is published. Typical rock specimens were collected The highest point in the district is Raglan Bluff
and are housed in the Geology Department of the (3080 feet) on the eastern end of the Raglan Range.
University of Tasmania; the numbers in this report The Raglan Quartzite of the Franklin Group forms
are those of the Geology Department rock catalogue. the backbone of this range.

For .. Pre-Cambrian" read "Precambrian" throughout the paper.

ABSTRACT
The Mt. Mary area (S. lat. 42° 12', long. 145°50')

is underlain almost entirely by rocks of Pre-Cam
brian age, the exception being a small downfaulted
block of Crotty (?) Sandstone, (Silurian). The
Pre-Cambrian rocks are divided into three main
groups. The oldest is the Joyce Group which con
sists of mica-garnet schists, quartzites and amphi
bolites. This is overlain unconformably by quartz
schists, massive quartzites and phyllites of the Mary
Group. Above these are quartzites. mica schists,
garnet-mica schists and amphibolites of the Frank
lin Group. Igneous rocks are recognized as pre
metamorphic amphibolites (Older Basic Igneous
Group) and post-metamorphic dolerites (Younger
Basic Igneous Group).

The sediments are broadly folded into the Mary
Anticline. Tight, recumbent drag folds are abund
ant and are shown by all formations. Cleavage or
schistosity, generally parallel to the bedding, is well
developed in phyllites and schists. A regular,
regional lineation plunges fiatly to the west and is
cut by a sporadic lineation almost at right angles.
Faulting is very abundant and makes the interpre
tation of the structure very difficult. Three sets
of faults trend (in order of importance) at 120°,
10° and 60°-80°. The major faults are high angle
reverse faults.

There is some degree of structural control of the
physiography. All rivers are superimposed and two
streams show maturity in their central reaches due
to resistant quartzites forming local base levels.
There is evidence of rejuvenation of some rivers.

Rocks of the Joyce and Franklin Groups are
metamorphosed to garnet grade while the Mary
Group is less altered. Selective metamorphism is
demonstrated and is probably due to the favourable
chemical and physical nature of the Joyce and
Franklin Groups.
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Stratigraphic Principles
It must be emphasized that the stratigraphy

outlined above must only be tentative for the
following reasons:-

0) Strong faulting and lack of outcrop com
bine to prevent the accurate determination of
sequences and thicknesses of formations and
groups. Strike faulting is common.

Oi) Rocks of identical lithology are repeated
many times through the whole sequence and litho
logical correlation is not reliable. The structural
complexity prevents the tracing of individual for
mations or even groups for any distance and this
is the only reliable method of correlation.

(iii) The position above an unconformity is
often useful as a correlation guide but in this
area the sequence above the same unconformity
differs in sections only a few miles apart.

Ov) Silicification of certain formations causes
a very rapid and irregular change in lithology. It
is suspected that a phyllite in one section is re
presented by a quartz schist in another. This
implies that any detailed sequence measured in the
Mary Group may be stratigraphically meaningless.

(v) Differential metamorphism of certain groups
has resulted in the younger beds being more altered
than older beds.

(vi) Tight, isoclinal folding causes thickening of
individual formations, probably as much as 100
per cent so that there may be great errors made
in taking the structural thickness to be the same
as the stratigraphic thickness.

Unconformities
It is difficult to demonstrate conclusively an un

conformity in this area, and in any of the adjacent
parts which the author visited. It has been shown
that the mildly altered Mary Group rests on the
comparatively strongly altered Joyce Group, but
this difference in degree of metamorphism and
deformation cannot be taken as evidence of an
unconformity between them, as the strongly
altered Franklin Group rests on the Mary Group.

Faulting is so common, particularly parallel
to the strike that discordance of strike or dip
cannot be accepted as evidence of an uncon
formity.

On the western side of the Mary Creek Plain,
the phyllites at the base of the Mary Group
swing around the nose of the plunging Mary Anti
cline and are sharply discordant with the struc
ture of the underlying Joyce Group. The form
of the contact is such that faulting does not
appear possible. This unconformity is not
apparent a few miles east where the Joyce Group
garnet schists dip conformably below the Mary
Group. It is considered that there was not much
folding between the deposition of these groups and
that the contact is more in the nature of a dis
conformity between different phases of sedimen
tation.

It is considered that only regional mapping will
reveal the presence of unconformities and that
the classical evidence of a visible plane of dis
cordance with the base of the upper group con
taining pebbles of the older, will not be found.

The section on fig. 1 show that the top of the
Mary Group sequence differs in different places
and this may indicate that there is not con
formity between the Mary and Franklin Groups
and that the latter overlaps the former. The
abrupt thinning of the Mary Group around the
nose of the Mary Anticline seems to be due to
overlap by the Franklin Group and also suggests
mild unconformity.

Igneous Rocks
Two periods of basic igneous intrusion are

recognized. There are pre-metamorphic intrusives
which lie among the Joyce and Franklin Groups
and which have been regionally metamorphosed
to amphibolites. These are probably related to the
similar rocks at the Forth River, Port Davey,
Whyte River and the Interview River dyke swarm.

will be referred to at present as the Older
Group, although this will only be a tempor

ary name.
Post-metamorphic dolerites intrude the Franklin

Group and examination reveals that
they Dolerite with which they
have been correlated (Spry 1956).

P.ETROLOGY
The ongm of the metamorphic rocks presents

a considerable problem which can only be solved
by the systematic investigation of a wider area
than is here described. The adjacent area,
totalling some 500 square miles, has been mapped
by geologists of the Tasmanian Hydro-Electric
Commission and the petrology of these rocks will
be published shortly. For this reason, the general
petrographic nature of the rocks is given here
but a discussion of the problems associated with
their metamorphism will be deferred.

The Pre-Cambrian rocks in this area consist
almost entirely of sediments (arenites and argil
lites) which have been regionally metamorphosed.
The Joyce and Franklin Groups have reached
garnet grade and contain garnetiferous schists,
quartzites and amphibolites while the Mary Group
would be related to chlorite grade. The Joyce and
Franklin Groups are much more recrystallized and
deformed than the Mary Group. Extending out
side of this area it has been seen repeatedly that
the most striking characteristic o.f the Pre-Cam
brian rocks of Tasmania is the occurrence of inter
bedded strata showing differing degrees of meta
morphism.

Joyce Group
This group consists chiefly of garnet-mica schist

and mica-quartzite with a little pyroxene-amphi
bolite. The rocks are recrystallized and regionally
metamorphosed to garnet grade (albite-epidote
amphibolite chloritoid-almandine sub facies of
Turner (1951) with the development of a new
fabric. The rocks are thus similar to the Franklin
Group but distinct from the Mary Group. 'This
group lacks the hornblende amphibolite, and albite
schists of the Franklin Group.

Garnet-mica schist is the most abundant mem
ber of this group. It is a grey, medium grained
schistose rock consisting chiefly of muscovite and
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There are thin beds of black lustrous phyllite
which lack garnet and one unusual specimen is a
garnet-chlorite schist. This is a contorted, schis
tose rock consisting of tiny chlorite flakes which
are interlocking and undulating, with large
(quarter-inch) porphyroblasts of garnet and acces
sory zircon and rutile.

Thin beds of garnet quartzite occur within this
horizon and 6260 and 6264 are typical of these.
These are dark-brown to black, fine-grained rocks
with a banded and knotted texture. They consist
chiefly of quartz and haematite. The iron ore
clearly pseudomorphs garnet in some places but
much of it has replaced quartz along inter
granular contacts. There are patches of very fine
grained chloritic material and it appears that the
quartz was first chloritized and them haematitized.

The next formation is the Raglan Quartzite
which is well exposed at Raglan Bluff. It is a well
bedded to laminated, white to pale-grey, muscovite
rich quartzite which shows contortion and isoclinal
folding (from two inches to 200 feet across) and
has a district cleavage parallel to the bedding and
a pronounced lineation. Tourmaline needles occur
abundantly in random orientation along the bedding
plane-cleavage. Some varieties are rather massive
and saccharoidal. The rock consists chiefly of
quartz which is flattened and elongated, with
parallel muscovite flakes, a little biotite and garnet
(pseudomorphed by chlorite in some specimens)
with accessory tourmaline, rutile, apatite and zir
con.

The rocks in the Cardigan Schist and Quartzite
do not differ apreciably from the above rocks in
dividually. The formation is rich in knotted
garnet-mica schists and mica quartzites.

Some varieties of the Collingwood Schist are
,characterized by the presence of porphyroblasts
of albite. The typical albite schist is a light
coloured, schistose rock, rich in muscovite and con
taining porphyroblasts of albite which are generally
about 5 mm. across but ranging up to 1 em. in some
coarse varieties. The albite gives the hand speci
men a characteristic knotted appearance. Thin
sections show that abundant mica wraps around
the porphyroblasts of albite which are separated
by quartz, muscovite, and biotite with accessory
rutile and zircon. The albite is of two varieties.
The large porphyroblasts are riddled with inclusions
of quartz, are shattered and are twinned on com
binations of the Albite and Carlsbad laws and are
post-kinematic. The smaller albite crystals are
lenticular in shape and display no twinning but
have a strong rotational structure shown by "s"
shaped trails of inclusions, and these are syn
kinematic.

A band of coarse gneiss which occurs along the
Lyell Highway on both sides of the 21-mile post
is characterized by containing garnets up to 1 em.
in diameter as well as streaks of pegmatitic
material.

Older Basic Igneous Group
Two distinct varieties of amphibolite occur within

the Joyce and Franklin Groups and these are re
garded as being pre-metamorphic basic intrusives.
Definite evidence of the intrusive nature of these

rocks was not found in this area but J. B. McKellar
and R. B. Mather (personal communication) have
found intrusive amphibolites near the Franklin
River. The two varieties are referred to as amphi
bolite and pyroxene-amphibolite.

Normal amphibolites are found in the Cardigan
Schist and Quartzite of the Franklin Group in this
area and are particularly well developed in the
type area of this group according to McKellar
(personal communication).

Typical is 6890 which is a fine, even grained but
schistose dark-green rock. A thin section shows
that it has an irregular texture and consists of
green hornblende showing a moderate degree of
preferred orientation together with albite and
lesser garnet, biotite, calcite, zoisite, quartz and
sphene. Some varieties are extremely rich in garnet
and would be classed as garnet amphibolites.

Pyroxene-amphibolites occur in the Joyce Group
and also among the Cardigan Schist and quartzite
of the Franklin Group. The mineralogical com
position is most peculiar and has not been recorded
elsewhere. Chemical analysis shows that it has a
composition similar to the normal amphibolites and
the reason for the abnormal mineralogy is at pre
sent being investigated.

It is a medium to coarse-grained rock, even tex
tured, heavy and green in colour. Pyroxene, garnet
and amphibole are recognizable in the hand speci
men with some difficulty but muscovite is promin
ent. It has a feeble banding, schistosity and
lineation. A thin section shows that it is an even
grained aggregate of garnet, diopside, pale actino
litic hornblende and muscovite with accessory
rutile.

Younger Basic Igneous Group
A number of small dyke-like intrusions outcrop

along Bradshaw's timber track between Mount
Raglan and the huts to the west. The dolerite
shows some alteration but is not regionally meta
morphosed as are the garnet schists which it in
trudes. These dolerites are related to the Cooee
Dolerite (Spry, this volume) and details are given
there.

Metamorphism
All the Pre-Cambrian rocks in this area are

metamorphosed to some degree, but the intensity
is so variable that it is evident that selective meta
morphism has taken place. The Joyce and Franklin
Groups show a higher grade of metamorphism and
are more intensely deformed than the Mary Group.

The stratigraphic sequence in the western part
of the Franklin Area appears to be as follows:-

Fincham Group
Franklin Group
Mary Group
Joyce Group

The Joyce Group belongs to the garnet zone
and above this are the scarcely metamorphosed
phyllites and quartzites of the Mary Group which
belong to the chlorite zone. Next are the garnet
iferous schists of the Franklin Group which belong
to the garnet zone, overlain by the. phyllites and
quartzites (chlorite zone) of Mt. Fincham.
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STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF THE MARY ANTICLINE

FIG. 3.~rrhe structural evolution of the Mary Anticline taken stage by stage. rrhe two sections are
taken at right angles to the fold axis through Mt. Mary and Ward's Bluff. For more details see
fig. 4.
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